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#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk just a polite reminder of the 'House Rules' 1. Remember all codes of ethics and professionalism apply. 2. Be respectful, debate and engage, but do it with
kindness. 3. Enjoy, have fun. https://t.co/d5vkB5nTkJ

#OTalk @OTalk_
Hello #OTalk @Helen_OTUK on the account this evening, do say hi even if you plan on lurking. This week @BillWongOT will be hosting a Media Club chat. Have you
had a chance to watch the 6 minutes preparation video? If not then quick quick.... https://t.co/degerBGa6U https://t.co/G8nr5zcZ6P

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello everyone. It's been a while since I host an #OTalk. https://t.co/Q25qv7YeZY

#OTalk @OTalk_
@BillWongOT Great to have you back hosting with us! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And today's media club is with a twist- not often you get to interact with the originator of the media content. So, aside from the set questions on the blog, feel free to ask
questions or comments during today's discussions. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ well- my teaching schedule in the US got to align first. So, time will tell when I can host again. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you Bill, I am sure the community will have lots of thoughts for you #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ haha- as long as it is NOT all this. But, I know different people might have different opinions about the video. #otalk https://t.co/xJlOs9FLdF

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
All right... let's get started with Q1. Q1. Before watching this talk, how aware are you in terms of OT’s role in climate change and sustainability? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 1.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Oh interesting timing for #OTalk... for later reading...

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
I know before producing this talk, I wasn't too aware of OT's role in climate change and sustainability. At that time, I just joined a group of OT students and practitioners in
the US who are passionate about this issue. I still got a lot to learn at that time. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
#otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@BillWongOT What got you so 'fired' up about it? #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
Don't forget to include #OTalk in ALL your tweets folks, we don't want to miss any of your thoughts! https://t.co/FxOSvzBGjj

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK The year before, @TEDTalks introduced @TEDCountdown. I wasn't too sure about the TEDx community's buy in on this issue. But when I saw
organizers left and right organizing these TEDxCountdown events, peer pressure kicked in, which motivated me to organize an event last yr. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK I still don't consider myself an expert on this issue. My job in producing this talk (as well as any other talks on this issue) was facilitating discussions
about climate change and sustainability in ways that we may not have considered before. #otalk

Alexander Scott @ascott_1612
@OTalk_ I have never considered it before, so tonight is going to be really interesting for me #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Here is Q2- Q2. Before watching this talk, have you ever thought about climate change and potential intersectionality with other issues in the world? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
The power of an #OTalk bringing us topics we may not have considered in terms of our roles?

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 2.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ascott_1612 @OTalk_ When I was in OT school a dozen years or so ago in the US, it was not covered in my uni's curriculum. #otalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Yes, entirely novel thought to me. I can think of individual occupations that someone might do to contribute to prevention. Or how environmental
impacts influence occupational performance #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ascott_1612 @OTalk_ and now that I am on the other side as an instructor, I saw an opening when there is a week about occupational justice in the leadership and
management course that I teach, so I showed this talk to my students for the first time 3 weeks after the talk was published. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @fisheraddiction: @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Yes, entirely novel thought to me. I can think of individual occupations that someone might do to contribute to prevention.
Or how environmental impacts influence occupational performance #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Another talk I produced from the same series is about neuroscience and climate change. This idea ended up happening
because I got nobody from OT interested to speak at last year's event. https://t.co/J0i9SlDTfd #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@BillWongOT @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ I wonder how many courses include it now? Have you had this feedback @BillWongOT #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ In the US, I think this number increased since the last decade. I also think some recent movements within AOTA's
Representative Assembly (as well as justification from OTPF-4) have helped also. #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@BillWongOT @fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ oh I will take a look later #OTalk another interesting 'sideline' of yours @BillWongOT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ I think this talk is still relatively new... so not many academics are aware of it. I think if more academics are aware of it, they can
use it as evidence to their students, "The person behind this talk is actually an OT. He is showing you that you can be change agents." #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ In a little over 3 months, actually I will premiere a talk by an OT about our role in climate change and
sustainability. #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Now time for Q3. After watching this talk, what struck you the most? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk We are halfway through this evening chat.... get your thoughts and ideas out.... Don't forget the # https://t.co/SBQs0MTatW

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@BillWongOT @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Hmm yes, I wonder how the 'academic' side of this will will filter through to practice? #OTalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ I'll keep an eye out for this :) I'd not considered how it might fall into multiple occupational domains unless
explicitly mentioned in conversation with a service user. I wonder how you could base an entire role around it though? #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 3.

Wendy OT @wendy_foo_
@BillWongOT climate change has had a big impact on people's occupations, livelihoods and home environments. When I worked in a setting where there was famine
caused by climate change, we were seeing the impact of malnutrition on child development and the impact on whole communities #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ascott_1612 @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos I think you should tell your uni instructors about the talks I produced, such as the one we discussed today. I think
they will be shocked that I set the bar this high now in regards to producing TEDx talks. #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@fisheraddiction @BillWongOT @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Interesting thought... or how we draw on this across many of our different / existing roles maybe? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@fisheraddiction @Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Time will tell. This talk is still at the beginning stages. Probably will get a better idea of what the talk will be like
before October. I do know the live premiere will be on November 5 on 8 am to 11 am Pacific time on Zoom. Not sure where this will be sequenced. #otalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@wendy_foo_ @BillWongOT It's prompting me to think beyond my day to day practice in the UK. There's a whole world out there feeling more acute impacts of climate
change and its effects on occupation #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ well- maybe that talk will be another piece of media club content in the future. You all can critique it. 
https://t.co/pwHgQvtVjj

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@Helen_OTUK @BillWongOT @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Or across the life course (as we move forward) perhaps #otalk.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @wendy_foo_: @BillWongOT climate change has had a big impact on people's occupations, livelihoods and home environments. When I worked in a setting where
there was famine caused by climate change, we were seeing the impact of malnutrition on child development and the impact on whole communities #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
#otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@wendy_foo_ @BillWongOT yes, I can see how we will see more of this around the world.... #OTalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@ascott_1612 @OTalk_ I guess some of us are modifying our occupations aren't we, voluntarily and involuntarily. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Of course, while I am at it, I will do a little introduction of what @TEDCountdown is. TEDCountdown is a TED initiative to spread awareness of climate change and
sustainability issues from a variety of perspectives. Prince William was one of its speakers in 2020. #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
So what I and many other TEDx organizers are doing is to spread other worthy ideas on climate change and sustainability and raise awareness of this issue to
communities across the globe. #OTalk

Wendy OT @wendy_foo_
@ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos I would be very surprised that it doesn't feature at all! #GreenerAHP and #SocialJustice are core to
the new #AHPsDeliver strategy in England. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @wendy_foo_: @ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos I would be very surprised that it doesn't feature at all! #GreenerAHP and
#SocialJustice are core to the new #AHPsDeliver strategy in England. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Final question before any honest comments/criticisms about the video. Q4. What are some action steps you will take on climate change and sustainability issue?” 

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos Congratulations. Did my final placement st RGI. Best decision I made to return to train as an OT. If its
not covered, get it on an OT society agenda? You'll have more freedom on what/ how to cover it? #otalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@wendy_foo_ @ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos Well I've learned something this evening :) #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @OTalk_ @uniofglos Good idea #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos In the US, we actually have a growing grassroots group consisted of students (from different
institutions) and practitioners meeting once a month on this issue. https://t.co/nppL6Pz6lG #otalk

Dr Janice St. John-Matthews (she/her) @jstjohnmatthews
RT @wendy_foo_: @ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos I would be very surprised that it doesn't feature at all! #GreenerAHP and
#SocialJustice are core to the new #AHPsDeliver strategy in England. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Question 4

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don't forget to include #OTalk in every tweet folks, otherwise peeps will miss your comments and the will not get picked up in the transcript! https://t.co/akBjvhO7hj

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Only 10 minutes of the 'official' hour left.... What are your final thoughts? Have you any #CPD actions as a follow up to this weeks chat? https://t.co/chuyekEXCe

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ascott_1612 @fisheraddiction @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot so this group actually is a combination of 2 smaller groups coming together. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ And also- time for honest comments/constructive criticism about the video. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @fisheraddiction @Helen_OTUK @uniofglos @rcot these things are not always lead by the national associations, the membership and
wider communities are often the catalyst #OTalk

Jen @jen_donelly
@BillWongOT From a research perspective, I think it should be a mandatory that your ethical applications require you to evidence that your work will be as eco friendly
as possible. #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ @ascott_1612 @fisheraddiction @Helen_OTUK @uniofglos @rcot yes- that is how the US group I mentioned was formed. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @jen_donelly: @BillWongOT From a research perspective, I think it should be a mandatory that your ethical applications require you to evidence that your work will
be as eco friendly as possible. #OTalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot As an organisation it seems @theRCOT has a strategy. There's the AHP guidance. Got some
reading to do :) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @fisheraddiction: @ascott_1612 @BillWongOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot As an organisation it seems @theRCOT has a strategy. There's the AHP
guidance. Got some reading to do :) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot @theRCOT and I hope what I have done will spark some fire in that, "Bill pulled off the
necessary steps to make this talk happen by himself. We need to learn from his footsteps." #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@BillWongOT @fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot @theRCOT You have certainly got us thinking Bill! #OTalk

Jon Fisher @fisheraddiction
@BillWongOT @ascott_1612 @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot @theRCOT It's in my consciousness now. That's the first step! #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
and a very important first step! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot @theRCOT I think if I didn't mention that I produced this talk, OT community would have
thought that it is just another TEDx talk. But the fact that I took action and followed through should send a loud message. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk well it is 9pm here in the UK so the end of the 'official' hour. Do keep chatting and sharing your thoughts, the transcript will not be added to the blog for at least
24hours, so plenty of time to add your thoughts. Thank you to our host this evening @BillWongOT https://t.co/sNBWyPTkAA

#OTalk @OTalk_
and a big thanks as always to the wonderful #OTalk community for your thoughts and input. Always a please to support these important conversations.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@fisheraddiction @ascott_1612 @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ @uniofglos @rcot @theRCOT This is good! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
*pleasure #OTalk

Anne Stubbs @AnneStubbsOT
RT @wendy_foo_: @BillWongOT climate change has had a big impact on people's occupations, livelihoods and home environments. When I worked in a setting where
there was famine caused by climate change, we were seeing the impact of malnutrition on child development and the impact on whole communities #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well after a long and hot day followed by an even hotter topic for #OTalk I think a quick shower and some light reading is in order. Thanks one and all for your time this
evening @Helen_OTUK signing off the account now. https://t.co/bYvKZDeKy8

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
Apologies I missed this one @BillWongOT @OTalk_ For anyone interested in these issues in Wales there is a decarbonisation with NHS Wales Q specialist interest
group that may be of interest: https://t.co/PP7m6KPLRc Ask @ACRWare for more details #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: Apologies I missed this one @BillWongOT @OTalk_ For anyone interested in these issues in Wales there is a decarbonisation with NHS Wales Q
specialist interest group that may be of interest: https://t.co/PP7m6KPLRc Ask @ACRWare for more details #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ @ACRWare One of the points of today's media club is to see if you have any honest comments/constructive criticism of the video you watched. I am
hoping to get the OT community to be aware that we can be involved in the issue in a way that not many in OT might have imagined. #otalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@BillWongOT @OTalk_ @ACRWare Thanks Bill. I'll seek out the video and give it a watch #OTalk
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Free Analytics and Transcripts for #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ @ACRWare We haven’t had media club since COVID. Today’s session is a bit of blast from the past. #otalk https://t.co/MEIX52RdnL

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ This can be used when it comes discussion about occupational justice. Or this can be used when a course is touching on OT’s
role in climate change and sustainability. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ But at a deeper level, I think academics should take a look at this and say to students, “The OT behind this has been very
brave. He sets a high bar for us on how to amplify voices of folks in our communities by providing them a platform to speak on the issue.” #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Helen_OTUK @ascott_1612 @OTalk_ Of course, this can also be used as material for a community development class. The academic there can say, “This is actually
part of a community development project that this OT is responsible for. He applied many things you learned from this program and apply it IRL.” #otalk

SaiZaman @SaiZaman1
RT @smileyfacehalo: “The problem with learning styles is that there remains, after almost 40 years, no evidence to support the basic idea” #OTalk
https://t.co/DnXHhzfbfN

Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
We love 

"

 Summer at @TinyEYETherapy @TinyEYEeu 

☀

TinyEYE Therapy Services @TinyEYETherapy
Happy #DisabilityPrideMonth! TinyEYE is so proud to support and uplift this community daily in the work that we do 

$ %

 #telehealth #teletherapy #specialeducation
#speechtherapy #mentalhealth #occupationaltherapy #SLPeeps #OTalk #TinyEYE #TinyEYETherapyServices https://t.co/dbya9oOECv

GAAD Bot @GAADBot

&

 Hi TinyEYE Therapy Services! It looks like you're interested in accessibility. If you add alt text to your images, they'll be accessible to blind, partially sighted and
neurodivergent people who use screen reader software. How to add alt text & FAQs: https://t.co/FyvCSEUZWw

Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
RT @TinyEYETherapy: Happy #DisabilityPrideMonth! TinyEYE is so proud to support and uplift this community daily in the work that we do 

$ %

 #telehealth
#teletherapy #specialeducation #speechtherapy #mentalhealth #occupationaltherapy #SLPeeps #OTalk #TinyEYE #TinyEYETherapyServices https://t.co/dbya9oOECv
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